Stralsund – Berlin
Route maps and tour descriptions
for your individual Bike & Barge Tour
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from Stralsund to Berlin

Dear Cyclists!
We extend a warm welcome to you on the MS PRINCESS at the beginning of your tour through Brandenburg and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. The itinerary of this tour has been described from the perspective of a
cyclist, the way you will experience the route from your bike seat. We have made use of the existing route
markings for both regional- and long-distance cycle paths to make the orientation as simple as possible for
you. Streetnames, towns and localities are printed in bold.
Aboard, your tour guide will provide you with a presentation and a detailed way description for the respective day leg before „setting off“.
Some sights you will meet on the left and on the right hand side of the cycle tour will be presented with detailed information. We would like to point out, however, that these can only be suggestions in order to help
you to design the daily legs of the trip according to your personal wishes and preferences. Please note that
this route description cannot substitute a travel guide.
All additional information and tips are highlighted with colours to be easily distinguished from the mere
route description.
Nobody is perfect: The conditions in individual sections can vary quite suddenly from one day to the next
because of construction work, new traffic signs, etc. It is, therefore, possible that after the descriptions of
local situations have been set in print some changes will be made in a particular area. If you experience
anything of this, please let us know so we can optimise our map material for those making subsequent journeys. Naturally, we also welcome any suggestions for improving any part of our service.
We hope you will have a rejuvenating week and thoroughly enjoy your combined cycle-ship journey.
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Legend for the tour: From Stralsund to Berlin
Course of tour
Course of alternative tour
Mooring place
Useful guidance when changing map
Direction of travel
1

Map number

 /  Turn left / turn right


Cycle straight ahead

500 m Distance to next guidance point
10 km Driven distance in total
Roundabout
Caution!
			
			

Kilometer (benchmark 1 : 75.000)

Base of map ©OpenStreetMap contributors
Cartographie green-solutions GmbH & Co. KG, Murnau
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from Stralsund to Berlin

Day 2: from Stralsund to Putbus, approx. 44 km 1



After leaving the ship, cycle on the Hafenstraße,
past the Oceaneum and
continue on the An der Hafenbahn.
At the large junction, you will see the railway station in front of you.
Here turn left onto the Rügendamm to pick up the long-distance cycle route HamburgRügen.
This cycle sign will guide you along a quiet route to Putbus-Lauterbach.
The Hamburg-Rügen cycle path runs along the former tracks of the narrow-gauge railway of the Rügensche Kleinbahn. As there are hardly any junctions along the route and
the only oncoming traffic are cyclists, a pleasant first cycle day is guaranteed.




After crossing the island of Dänholm, cross the Strelasund over the old bridge. Turn
right under the railway bridge before turning immediately right again to the hamlet and
restaurant Grahlerfähre.



Behind the old ferry house, turn immediately left.

500 m 

After about 500m, cross the L 29, turn right and pick up the cycle path.
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After a further 800m, the cycle path bends to the left through the fields until after passing
Nesebranz, at km 10, you go round the village of Gustow. Every now and then, you have
to cross a road with car traffic. Depending on the time of the year, you may encounter
large tractors on their way to the giant cereal crop fields.
15 km
At Venzvitz (km 15) leave the southern/south-eastern direction and turn sharp left towards Poseritz. 2

23 km
At km 23 you will reach Puddemin.
Tip: Here an old natural harbour has recently been converted into a neat sailboat marina. Perhaps you
would like to stop for a rest in the restaurant. After the repose, start off for the second part of today‘s
stretch. At the fork for Groß Schoritz, there is the possibility to see the Ernst Moritz Arndt‘s birth house
(German poet and writer).
800 m 
10 km

28 km




7 km



Continue cycling along the former narrow-gauge railway route through fields and small
woods through the town of Schabernack.
At Km 28 you will cross the L 30 to Garz.
At the T-junction turn right onto Lindenstraße.
After the left-hand bend cycle straight ahead.
Ride through the village of Garz/Rügen: along the Bergener Straße, at the village exit
turn right to reach back to the old rail tracks.
Past heathland and through small woods, continue cycling for another 7 km before reaching Putbus. 3
In Putbus you will reach the Darsbander Weg.
Here turn right onto August-Bebel-Straße and cycle up to the market place.
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Continue straight ahead to the Alleestraße. Here turn left.
At the famous Circus, turn right onto the Lauterbacher Straße.
Running slightly downhill, Lauterbacher Straße becomes Chausseestraße.
You then reach Dorfstraße and Lauterbach harbour, where the ship will be waiting for
you.

Day 3: Usedom from Peenemünde to Wolgast, approx. 16 - 20 km 4
Tip: The Peenemünde Historical Technical Museum (German: Historisch-Technisches Museum Peenemünde or HTM) was founded in 1991 in the observation bunker on the former Peenemünde power plant
site on the island of Usedom. The museum is dedicated to the history of the Peenemünde Army Research
Centre and to the Luftwaffen test site of „Peenemünde-West“ (in particular rockets and missiles developed
between 1936 and 1945). In the first place, the exhibition in the power plant wants to be a memorial site.
Visitors will learn from exhibits, documents and films what a fateful pact rocket engineers around Wernher
von Braun made with former power holders for the aeronautical development.

From the harbour, cycle along Zum Hafen to the main road.
You are now on the Usedom Circular Way and you can decide whether to go straight to
the town of Wolgast (southwards, following the orange route on the map) or
take the route alongside the beaches (turn left or better to the east, red and purple
routes on the map):
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Variation 1: via Zecherin to Wolgast (orange route on the map)
In case you go to Wolgast, orient yourself following the signs to the south. Leave the cycleway at the Karlshagen inland harbour (on your left hand side is Lake Cämmerer and
on the right hand side behind the dike is the Peenestrom) and cycle towards the town of
Zecherin. From here follow the signposts to Wolgast.
Variation 2: via Trassenheide to Wolgast (red und violet route on the map)
A more beautiful route leads alongside the railway up to the town of Karlshagen.
Start off at the mooring place, head along Zum Hafen and onto Alte Wache. Continue
cycling on the Main road until you reach the railway line.
Right in front of the railway line, there is a new paved cycleway, leading all along the railway up to the town of Karlshagen. The railway line will be on your left hand side.
Tip: From time to time, on the route there will be historic markers with information of historic events in this
area.
At Karlshagen, turn left to cross the railroad,

then cycle straight ahead towards the beach.

At the roundabout, you have the choice: either to go to the beach first (red route on the
map) or you turn right and cycle straight to the town of Trassenheide (purple route on the
map).
Continuation along the violet route via Trassenheide and Mölschow 5 :
Pedal past holiday homes and a campsite and continue through a gorgeous
pine tree forest until you will reach the road to Trassenheide.
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To the left, the way leads again to the beach, to the right you will have the possibility to
cycle into the village and to continue via Mölschow to Wolgast.
Continuation along the red route via Zinnowitz to Wolgast 5 :
From the beach, ride alongside the beach promenade until you will arrive in Zinnowitz.




In Zinnowitz, after passing the sea brigde, cycle onto Neue Sandstraße.
Head on across the railway and along Alte Sandstraße until you arrive at the B111
(Ahlbecker Straße).
Here turn right and cycle along the well paved cycleway until you will reach the town of
Wolgast.

Day 4: from Wolgast to Stettin
Today you will spend the whole day on board. You sail across the extensive area of water known as the
Szczecin Lagoon or Stettiner Haff (Oderhaff) and arrive at Szczetin (Stettin) the green major city at
the mouth of the Oder River.
Tip: Szczecin (in German - Stettin), is the capital of the Polish Administrative District of Western Pomerania
and is located about 120 km north of Berlin where the Oder River opens out into the Szczecin Lagoon. Szczecin is one of the major seaports in the Baltic Sea area and the seventh largest town in Poland. The town
is home to several colleges, a university and is together with the city of Kamień Pomorski seat of the Archdiocese of Szczecin-Kamienh. Explore this beautiful city on a guided walking tour (optional).
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Diversion of the cycle path due to dike construction works
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Day 5: from Mescherin to Schwedt/Oder, approx. 33 km 6
Tip: In Germany, the Lower Oder Valley National Park extends along the Oder from the Oderbruch,
Hohensaaten to Mescherin/Staffelde. On the Polish side, two nature reserves follow, reaching the gates
of Stettin (Szczecin). The Lower Oder Valley National Park covers an area of 10,500 hectares. The Polish Landscape Protection Park of Zehden (Cedynski Park, Krajobrazowy) covers a core zone of 30,000
hectares while the core zone of the Lower Oder Valley Landscape Protection Park (Krajobrazowy Dolin a
Dolne Odry) covers 6,000 hectares.

In the morning, sail from Szczecin to Mescherin.
From the mooring place in Mescherin, from the car park cycle uphill and turn left.
You are now on the Long-distance Cycle Path Oder-Neisse. These cycle signs will guide
you through the Lower Oder Valley International Park to Schwedt.

6 km

After 6 km you will reach Gartz. Here you can take a short break and stroll through the
town.
In Gartz you follow the yellow diversion signs from Oder-Neiße cycle path. This diversion leads you on the country road westwards for approx. 4 km and turns left onto farmers´
roads until you arrive in Friedrichsthal. Here you reach the original cycle path. 7

You cycle through a small parcelled wood, you pass over the Teerofendamm and cross a
bridge to reach one of the many „islands“ in the Lower Oder Valley.
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10 km

It is now an easy 10 km-ride to Schwedt.

Tip: Your path leads you through the unique cross border International Park of the Lower Oder Valley.
Here numerous information stands, observation towers and huts, along with educational trails will answer
every question about the national Park.

Tip: You will spend the night in Schwedt. The one-time Margrave town with its Dutch-influenced grid-pattern layout was heavily damaged during the World War II. Today it serves as an example for urban development and planning in the former DDR.

Day 6: from Hohensaaten to Eberswalde, approx. 32 km 8
In the morning, sail along the Oder up to Hohensaaten.
From the mooring site, turn left and before you reach the chruch turn left again and cycle

onto Dorfstraße.
Cross the river and follow Dorfstraße until the street bends right behind the bus stop onto

a street called Alte Schleuse.
Follow the way along the river until you reach Oderberg.



Cycle onto Herrmann-Seidel-Straße, past the bulwark, first in the direction of Neuenhagen.
Then turn right towards Bralitz.
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Cycle through the town. Shortly after the church, a signposted cycle path leads you to
Niederfinow Boat Lift.

Tip: Niederfinow Boat Lift is well worth a stop for a break.
This structure is an industrial monument and a special tourist attraction. Every year more than 500,000
visitors come here to see this unusual construction, which proves its functionality every day. The boat lift
surmounts the difference in elevation of 36 m of the Oder-Havel Canal. The Entrance fee with unregularly
offered guided tours is 3 Euro (effective of 11/18).
6 km

After visiting the boat lift, cycle for about 6 km on a quiet road along the Finow Canal. 9
Tip: A hamlet with its several houses stretches out for quite some distance along the right-hand side of the
canal. From time to time you will see one of the old locks of the 400-year-old canal.
Finally cycle through woodland, which is part of the Schorfheide Chorin Biosphere Reserve.
Tip: Schorfheide Chorin Biosphere Reserve
The glaciers that disappeared 10,000 to 15,000 years ago left behind a richly segmented terrain that could
almost be a textbook for the ice age. The still, sparsely populated land, the juxtaposition of extensive forests and wide open vistas, and the wealth of different terrains existing cheek by jowl – all these create the
perfect conditions for an abundance of plant and animal species. Yet the landscape here is also result of
centuries of cultivation by men.
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6 km
 and 

The last 6 km to Eberswalde are perfect for cyclists. Ride along a quiet forest trail, which
then becomes an old towpath towards today’s destination.
The ship is moored at the Oder-Havel Canal.
At the end of the towpat, before reaching the bridge, ride uphill and then turn right.
The Breite Straße leads out of the town to the canal.
Shortly after the railroad crossing change from the right side of the street to the left side.
Pick up the new cycle path to the canal.
Here you will find the ship.
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Attention,
steep hill!
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Day 7: from Oranienburg to Berlin-Tegel, approx. 40 km 10 & 11


Leave the brick works and the industrial area and turn right over the bridge.

After the bridge, turn immediately left onto the path through the park, along the canal.

Tip: If you want to see the town centre, stay on the road, cross the bridge onto Bernauer Straße and go
straight until you reach Oranienburg Castle. Shortly before reaching the castle, you cross a street called
Lehnitzstraße. This s treet will take you back to the cycleway.
The well-signeposted Long-distance Cycle Path Berlin – Copenhagen leads southwards via Wörthstraße, Heidelberger Straße, Andre-Pican Straße, Lehnitzstraße
and Birkenwerderweg out of town.
After approx. 4 km, you leave the town and cycle through woodland to Borgsdorf.
4 km
Onto Bahnhofstraße cycle through the town and continue through the Briese Colony.
Possibility to rest in the beer garden „Briesekrug“. After crossing the motorway, proceed to
Birkenwerder.

/




11 There take the railway underpass, turn left onto the cycle path and ride up to the SBahn station.
Here turn right there onto Clara-Zetkin-Straße and then right again onto the main road.
After crossing the bridge over the small river Briese,
turn left before the church,
then turn left again onto Fontaneweg.
Follow the signs for the Berlin-Kopenhagen Cycle Route and cycle along Fontaneweg.
At the end of it, turn right onto Humboldtallee.
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3 km
4 km

Turn left onto Havelstraße
Then turn left again onto Stolper Weg.
After only one or two turns of the pedal, there will be a fork in the street.
Turn right onto Saumweg. On your right hand you will see the guest house Havelbaude.
Possability for a short break.
From here, the signposting works again and you continue cycling unhurriedly for approx. 3 km.
Riding along the Oder-Havel-Canal, you will pass under the motorway.
On the following 4 km, you will pass under the railway, go round a water works and
conclude your trip on the nature cycle trail crossing the L 171.
Caution: Please walk your bikes across this heavily trafficked road.

1 km





After approx. 1 km, you are at the roundabout in Hennigsdorf. 12
Turn right onto Ruppiner Straße.
Follow the street and cross the bridge.
Continue onto Ruppiner Straße and at the next junction turn left. You see a sign „Mauerradweg“ (Wall Trail).
You are now on Hafenstraße and head along until you come to another little bridge.
Here turn left and follow the Berlin Wall Trail.
Cycle along the waterside for several kilometres. With a small detour cross the
Havel Canal and continue cycling along the waterside on the Berlin Wall Trail.
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13 After about 9 km, you will cross the Devil’s lake canal (‚Teufelseekanal‘) and continue
cycling alongside the waterfront. Here you will find signposts also for the long distance
cycle route Berlin-Kopenhagen.
Cycle alongside the canal until you will reach the ferry house in Spandau.
Here on the Aalemannufer, take the ferry to cross over to the other side (approx. 1 Euro
p. pers.)
From the ferry dock, turn immediately right along the waterside up to Scharfenberger
Straße .
It joins Schwarzer Weg and leads back to the water at the Berlin Canoe Club.
Schwarze Weg leads you through the woods, past the lido at the Lake Tegel,
up to the fork An der Malche until you will reach the Tegel Harbour Bridge.
Now you are on the Greenwich Promenade and have reached your journey‘s final destination.
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